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Counting Room Numbers for Determining Permitting Category Placement

Question

How do I count the number of sleeping rooms for determining the correct category of lodging permit?

Background

DFRS has become aware that some public health sanitarians are using different methods for determining the number of rooms at lodging facilities. There are some public health sanitarians that are calculating the number of sleeping rooms by counting all areas of the structure or structures where a guest may sleep. Areas include bedrooms, lofts, porches or living rooms with cots, futons or pull out couches. Counting sleeping rooms in this fashion is challenging as furniture accessories change and/or units are occupied at time of inspection. Other public health sanitarians determine the number of rooms by counting the number of individually keyed units that an establishment has. Individually keyed units would include a large hotel with 100 keyed rooms available to guests (100 rooms), a rental cottage with one key (1 room) or a resort with 10 rental cabins each with its own key (10 rooms).

Code Interpretation

It is necessary that DFRS establish a consistent statewide policy for determining the number of rooms for the purpose of placing a lodging facility into the correct permitting category. Permitting categories should be determined by tallying the number of individually keyed units at an establishment. A hotel or motel permitting category will be determined by counting the number of individually keyed units at the establishment. A resort-permitting category will be determined by counting the number of resort cabins or other resort rental units located at the resort's physical address. Keep in mind that a separate lodging permit is still required for each establishment with a separate physical address. A home, a condo or a cabin or cottage rented to tourists or transients would be considered one individually keyed unit and thus considered to have one room for permitting purposes.

Example 1- A chain hotel with rooms 1-85 would have 85 individually keyed units and be placed in the 31-99 rooms (LH2) permitting category.

Example 2- A fishing resort with one physical address has 8 cabins for rent. This would represent 8 individually keyed units and be placed in the 5-30 rooms (LH1) permitting category.

Example 3- A five-bedroom home on a lake being rented weekly to a family would represent 1 individually keyed unit and would be placed in the 1-4 rooms (TRH) permitting category.